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Summary:
The hot solar atmosphere continually expands out into space to form the solar wind, which drags with it the Sun’s magnetic field. This creates a cavity in the interstellar medium, extending far past the outer planets, within which the solar magnetic field dominates. While the physical mechanisms by which the solar atmosphere is heated are still debated, the resulting solar wind can be readily understood in terms of the pressure difference between the hot, dense solar atmosphere and the cold, tenuous interstellar medium. This results in an accelerating solar-wind profile which becomes supersonic long before it reaches Earth orbit. The large-scale structure of the magnetic field carried by the solar wind is that of an Archimedean spiral, owing to the radial solar-wind flow away from the Sun and the rotation of the magnetic footpoints with the solar surface. Within this relatively simple picture, however, is a range of substructure, on all observable time and spatial scales. Solar-wind flows are largely bimodal in character. “Fast” wind comes from open magnetic field regions, which have a single connection to the solar surface. “Slow” wind, on the other hand, appears to come from the vicinity of closed magnetic field regions, which have both ends connected to the Sun. Interaction of fast and slow wind leads to patterns of solar-wind compression and expansion which sweep past Earth. Within this relatively stable structure of flows, huge episodic eruptions of solar material further perturb conditions. At the smaller scales, turbulent eddies create unpredictable variations in solar wind conditions. These solar-wind structures are of great interest as they give rise to space weather that can adversely affect space- and ground-based technologies, as well as pose a threat to humans in space.
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1 Introduction

The solar wind is a continual, pressure-driven outflow of plasma from the solar corona - the Sun’s hot, extended atmosphere [14]. The solar wind carves out the heliosphere, a solar-controlled bubble in interstellar space that extends far past the outer planets. The out-flowing solar-wind plasma drags with it the
coronal magnetic field to form the heliospheric magnetic field which is central to the interaction of the solar and planetary magnetic fields, a core element of space weather [3], as well as providing the only stellar magnetic field which we can directly measure.

The solar wind exhibits structure on a range of spatial and temporal scales. Most fundamentally, it is observed to be bi-modal in nature. “Fast” wind emanates from large open coronal magnetic regions in which the field is only connected to the Sun at one end. These appear dark in ultraviolet emission and are consequently referred to as coronal holes. (An introduction to coronal structure is provided in [38]). “Slow” wind, on the other hand, originates from near closed coronal magnetic loops, in a region called the streamer belt which is bright in ultraviolet emission. Thus the solar-wind structure in the heliosphere is largely ordered by the magnetic field configuration in the corona.

Confluence of fast and slow winds in the heliosphere leads to large-scale stream interaction regions of compressed solar wind. Within this quasi steady-state flow pattern, huge episodic eruptions of solar plasma and magnetic field known as coronal mass ejections [30] produce transient disturbances which drive the most severe space weather. On the smaller scales, the solar wind exhibits turbulence and coherent structures which may provide insight into the as-yet-undetermined processes by which the corona is heated.

Observations of the solar wind are relatively limited. Direct measurements can be taken at a single point in space by heliospheric spacecraft, but these observations essentially constitute a single slice through a large, evolving solar wind structure. As a result, it is not generally possible to disentangle spatial and temporal variations within the solar wind. Remote, synoptic measurements of solar-wind density structures are possible through both scattered white-light imaging [19] and radio-based techniques [48]. However, these are line-of-sight integrated measurements, often with complex response functions, meaning interpretation in terms of structured, three-dimensional features is difficult, particularly without any magnetic field information for context. Measurements of the magnetic field itself are limited to remote-sensing observations at the solar surface and extremely sparse sampling in the heliosphere via single-point measurements. Thus theoretical extrapolations and modelling, as discussed below, are essential to our interpretation of the available observations and hence understanding of the three-dimensional structure of solar wind.

2 An expanding solar atmosphere

The solar corona is a high electrical conductivity and low-beta plasma, which means that the magnetic pressure is high relative to the thermal pressure [38, 68]. Consequently, coronal dynamics are dominated by the evolution of the coronal magnetic field. In turn, the coronal magnetic field configuration is primarily set by plasma motions in the photosphere where the coronal field is anchored at one or both ends. The coronal plasma is heated to temperatures in excess of 1-2 million Kelvin by magnetic processes which are still under debate [14].
Both the deposition of energy into the plasma by magnetic waves launched from photospheric motions and wide-spread magnetic reconnection (see [68]) in the form of "nanoflares" provide explanations which are broadly consistent with the available observations [14].

But even without understanding why the corona is hot, it can be insightful to consider the implications of a hot solar atmosphere. A hydrostatic atmosphere [13] would require finite constant pressure at large distances from the Sun. The cold tenuous interstellar medium, far from the Sun, would be unable to balance such a pressure, rendering the hydrostatic solution unphysical. Instead, it was proposed that the high coronal temperature results in the continual pressure-driven expansion of solar atmosphere, termed the solar-wind solution [65]. This can be understood by considering radial ($r$) momentum conservation in the presence of the pressure and gravitational gradients between the hot corona and the cold, tenuous interstellar medium:

$$\rho v_r \frac{dv_r}{dr} = -\frac{dp}{dr} - \rho \frac{GM}{r^2} \quad (1)$$

where $v_r$ is the radial plasma expansion speed, $p$ is the scalar pressure, $\rho$ is the plasma density, $G$ is the universal gravitation constant and $M$ is the solar mass. Mass conservation in spherical geometry gives:

$$\frac{d}{dr} [r^2 \rho v_r] = 0 \quad (2)$$

To close the set of equations, an equation of state is needed to relate $\rho$ and $p$. The simplest form is to assume an isothermal corona (though more sophisticated assumptions do not greatly affect the result):

$$p = \rho R T_0 \quad (3)$$

where $R$ is the ideal gas constant and $T_0$ is the constant coronal temperature. Combining these three equations results in:

$$\frac{1}{v_r} \left[ v_r^2 - c_s^2 \right] = 2 \frac{c_s^2}{r^2} [r - r_c] \quad (4)$$

where $c_s$ is the isothermal sound speed (i.e., $c_s = \sqrt{RT_0}$) and $r_c$ is the critical radius at which $v_r = c_s$ (i.e., $r_c = GM/(2c_s^2)$). This equation has a number of possible solutions, however all but one are unphysical as representations of the corona, due to either supersonic flow at the base of the corona, the outflow not beginning at the base of the corona, or finite pressure as $r \to \infty$. The remaining solar-wind solution is shown in Figure 1 for a range of coronal temperatures.

This flow becomes supersonic (strictly speaking, super-magnetosonic, the highest plasma-wave speed) far before it reaches Earth orbit (1 AU). For a coronal temperature of $\approx 1$MK, the estimated 1-AU solar-wind speeds are in general agreement with the observed values, as discussed in Section 4.
3 Coronal and heliospheric magnetic field

3.1 Open solar flux

The Parker solution to the solar-wind outflow described in the previous section assumes that there are no impediments (other than gravity) to the escape of hot coronal plasma, resulting in a uniform solar-wind flow in the heliosphere. Where coronal magnetic flux is “open” to the heliosphere, this is a reasonable approximation. But in general, a static magnetic field will form closed loops which act to restrict the outflow. Indeed, in the low corona the high plasma beta means magnetic pressure exceeds flow momentum, and coronal loops are able to confine the hot plasma in this region. Higher in the solar atmosphere, as the solar-wind flow momentum increases and the magnetic field becomes weaker, a point is reached, referred to as the “source surface”, where coronal dynamics are no longer magnetically dominated. Instead, the solar-wind flow drags the coronal magnetic field out so that previously closed loops become “open” and add to the heliospheric magnetic field (HMF). The HMF pervades the solar system and defines the extent of the Sun’s magnetic influence, or “heliosphere”, as discussed further in Section 8. The integrated coronal magnetic flux which contributes to the HMF (i.e., the total coronal flux which threads the source surface) is termed the “open solar flux” (OSF). The magnitude of the (unsigned) OSF is determined primarily by the strength of the Sun’s dipolar magnetic field component [90], as it falls off more slowly with distance from the Sun than the higher-order magnetic field moments.

The implications of a solar wind outflow on a dipolar coronal field was con-
sidered by [67] using a numerical magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model. They began with a dipolar magnetic field and added a Parker-like solution of a uniform solar wind with speed increasing with coronal altitude. The results are summarised in Figure 2. The dipole field gives near-radial field at the poles, with an increasing weak radial magnetic field component towards the equator. If OSF is defined as the flux which reaches the outer boundary of the simulation domain, equivalent to a source surface around 2-2.5 solar radii, the dipole OSF (shown by the black lines) is limited to the polar regions. Adding the solar-wind flow has little effect on this dipole OSF, though the field lines do become more radial at the simulation outer boundary. The largest effect, however, is for the solar wind to drag out the highest closed loops (red) to generate additional OSF. At the photosphere, this extends the OSF boundary equatorward, though still only a fraction of the total photospheric area is associated with OSF and the equatorial regions remain closed (blue). At the outer edge of the simulation domain, the solar wind outflow produces an increasingly radial field at all altitudes, consistent with source surface at 2-3 solar radii where the field is entirely radial. At the source surface over the equator, the solar-wind flow draws together the legs of a previously closed loop, thus a current sheet will form to separate these opposite magnetic polarities [68]. In three dimensions, this will form a flat disc encircling the Sun. The extension of this current sheet out to the heliosphere, the heliospheric current sheet (HCS, [78]), is discussed further in Section 3.3. The closed loops and draped open flux at the magnetic equator are reminiscent of bright, elongated structures seen in the white-light corona known as “helmet streamers” [38], discussed below.

A global estimate of the coronal and heliospheric magnetic field can be routinely obtained from the remotely measured photospheric field [32], though a number of assumptions and approximations must be made. In particular, as photospheric magnetic field observations are currently made exclusively from near-Earth space, longitudinal coverage of the photosphere requires a full solar rotation of approximately 27 days as viewed from Earth. The polar fields are also difficult to observe from the ecliptic plane and thus are typically ”filled in” using lower latitude observations. Once a full synoptic map of the photospheric magnetic field has been obtained, extrapolation to the source surface (normally fixed around 2 to 2.5 solar radii) can be achieved with the Potential-Field Source-Surface (PFSS) model [74, 1], which assumes zero current density in the corona. This effectively results in a static reconstruction of the lowest energy state of the coronal magnetic field. Similarly, photospheric magnetograms can be used as the inner boundary condition to three-dimensional numerical magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) models of the corona [52, 86, 94]. In general, this produces qualitatively similar results to PFSS solutions [72]. The artificial construct of a spherical source surface is not explicitly required in the MHD approach, with the OSF is taken as the radial magnetic flux at the outer boundary of the simulation domain, normally located at 20-30 solar radii, well outside the magnetosonic point.

Observationally, the majority of the OSF is found to be rooted in coronal holes, dark regions in extreme ultraviolet and soft X-ray emission [15]. Figure
Figure 2: A summary of the numerical experiment by [67]. Left: Magnetic field lines resulting from a purely dipolar coronal magnetic field, with no solar wind outflow. Right: Magnetic field lines resulting from the dipolar field embedded with a Parker-like solar wind outflow (uniform flow, increasing speed with radial distance). Black/blue lines show flux which is open/closed in both cases. Red lines show flux opened by the solar wind outflow.

3 shows the comparison between the photospheric footpoints of OSF, as determined by photospheric magnetic field extrapolation, and observed coronal holes for one solar rotation at solar minimum. There is generally a strong correlation (see, however, [44] for discussion of OSF outside of coronal holes). Both coronal holes and OSF are primarily polar features at this time, consistent with an underlying dipolar configuration to the solar magnetic field. In both the observed coronal holes and model OSF there are two large equatorward extensions, one extending up from the south pole around 0 to 45° longitude, the other extending down from the north pole between 180 and 270°. This indicates a higher-order component to the solar magnetic field, likely resulting from the mid-latitude active regions seen as bright features in the EUV intensity.

The lack of EUV emission within coronal holes is interpreted as a lack of hot material, consistent with the coronal plasma being freely able to escape into space along the open magnetic flux tubes. Conversely, the closed field regions are bright in EUV as the hot plasma is (partially) trapped on closed magnetic loops. In Figure 3, the coronal holes and OSF regions are coloured by the polarity of the magnetic field within them. It can be seen that these are large-scale unipolar regions. As in the [67] simulation, the total photospheric surface area contributing to the OSF is relatively small, of the order 20%. This suggests considerable non-radial expansion of the OSF between the photosphere and the source surface, where (by definition) the entire sphere is covered by OSF.

The OSF can also be thought of as the component of the total solar field
carried out by the solar wind to form the heliospheric magnetic field (HMF). The Ulysses spacecraft [92] made in-situ observations of the HMF over a range of heliographic latitudes. Ulysses observed that the magnitude of the radial field, \( B_r \), when scaled for distance (i.e., \( r^2|B_r| \)), is invariant with latitude [79]. As suggested by the [67] simulation, this is contrary to the expectation of a dipolar field configuration, which would exhibit decreasing \(|B_r|\) towards the magnetic equator. The latitudinal invariance in \(|B_r|\) is consistent with the near-Sun coronal magnetic field undergoing significant non-radial expansion, which acts to equilibrate tangential magnetic pressure (and hence \(|B_r|\)) on the solar wind source surface [84]. This result means also that a single-point measurement of \( B_r \) in the heliosphere is, in principle, sufficient to estimate the total (unsigned) OSF [46].

The degree of non-radial expansion undergone by coronal flux tubes between the photosphere and source surface can vary considerably depending on the depth of the photospheric foot point within a coronal hole. If a flux tube is deep within a coronal hole, it will undergo relatively little non-radial expansion, whereas if it is near the edge of a coronal hole, it will undergo a great deal of non-radial expansion in order to balance tangential magnetic pressure. Where OSF from different coronal holes (or different regions of the same coronal hole) converge, a helmet streamer is produced, as shown schematically in Figure 4. Large helmet streamers are produced when OSF from coronal holes of opposite polarity converge [57, 38]. Thus helmet streamers will contain the sunward edge of the HCS which encircles the Sun. Streamers therefore form a “belt” around the Sun. Smaller “pseudostreamers” [91] are instead observed to be produced where flux from coronal holes of the same polarity converge.

These structures are well reproduced by photospheric magnetic field extrapolations. Figure 5 shows examples of the MAS model solutions to the observed photospheric magnetic field at solar minimum (left) and solar maximum (right). At solar minimum, the photospheric field is relatively simple (see also [87]). There is one large sunspot group of high field intensity near the equator at around 270° longitude, but otherwise the photospheric field is dominated by the large-scale unipolar regions over the poles, consistent with a strong, rotationally aligned dipole. Consequently, open flux is confined almost exclusively to the polar regions, with closed flux over the mid-latitude and equatorial regions. At the source surface (or model outer boundary, in this case), the magnitude of \( B_r \) is relatively constant, while the polarity is primarily determined by hemisphere. Consequently, the HCS is located very close to the solar equator. As suggested in Figure 4, the flux from the polar coronal-hole boundary must undergo a great deal of non-radial expansion to extend down from above 50° latitude at the photosphere, to the equator at the source surface. This forms a large-scale streamer belt overlying the solar equator.

At solar maximum, the situation is very different. The photospheric \( B_r \) is dominated by mid-latitude active regions, with only a minor polar contribution (and of the same polarity at both poles in this particular example). The resulting coronal holes cover a smaller photospheric area than at solar minimum, and are spread over a range of latitudes. At the source surface, the hemispheric ordering
of \( B_r \) has disappeared, and the associated HCS extends from approximately +40 to -90 degrees latitude.

### 3.2 Parker spiral

The ideal Parker solar-wind solution – of a steady-state solar wind with an exactly radial outflow of constant speed – can be used to give a useful picture of the underlying geometry of the HMF beyond the source surface. A steady-state solution for the HMF can be obtained by assuming the coronal magnetic field is static and rotates rigidly with the Sun (the corona is observed to rotate approximately rigidly, despite the differential rotation of the photosphere [81]).

The HMF is frozen in to solar-wind plasma flow [68], and exerts little force on the plasma relative to the flow momentum. As a result, the passive HMF is twisted into an Archimedean spiral, often referred to as the “Parker spiral”, and shown schematically in Figure 6. Thus:

\[
\frac{B_\phi(r, \theta, \phi)}{B_r(r, \theta, \phi)} = \frac{v_\phi(r, \theta, \phi)}{v_r} = -\frac{\Omega \sin \theta}{v_r}
\]

where \( B_\phi \) is the azimuthal component of the HMF, \( v_r \) is the radial solar-wind speed (for simplicity, assumed to be constant above the source surface), \( v_\phi \) is the azimuthal solar-wind speed and \( \theta \) is the latitude being considered. \( v_\phi \) results from the frame of reference rotation at angular speed \( \Omega \), the mean coronal rotation speed. The \( \sin \theta \) term is due to the decreasing rotation speed of the source-surface footprint from equator to pole. Thus \( B_\phi \) exhibits a \( 1/r \) fall off with distance:

\[
B_\phi(r, \theta, \phi) = -B_r(r_0, \theta, \phi_0) \frac{\Omega r_0^2 \sin \theta}{v_r r}
\]

The assumption of purely radial solar-wind flow at the source surface means that the meridional component of the HMF, \( B_\theta \), is zero at all locations.

The angle of the Parker spiral HMF to the radial direction, \( \gamma_P = \arctan(B_\phi/B_r) \), is thus a function of heliocentric distance, heliographic latitude and solar wind speed. At a given heliographic latitude \( \theta \), the HMF is wrapped around the surface of a cone with half angle \( \theta \). Thus for a given \( v_r \) and \( r \), \( \gamma_P \) decreases with latitude, with the purely radial HMF originating at the rotational pole. (Note that in the non-rotating frame of reference, all velocity streamlines are radial but the HMF remains the same.) For a solar-wind speed of 400 km s\(^{-1}\), typical of near-Earth space, \( \gamma_P \) is approximately 45° in the ecliptic plane at 1 AU.

These predictions of the large-scale HMF were confirmed by the first in-situ spacecraft observations of the near-Earth HMF [55], both in terms of \( \gamma_P \) and the confinement, on average, to the solar equatorial plane. Indeed, the Parker model has been shown to provide a good approximation of the observed HMF over a wide range of distances from the Sun: from Helios observations in the inner heliosphere [7] to the distant outer heliosphere [9]. **Ulysses** observations provided comprehensive latitudinal sampling and observed close agreement with the Parker spiral, including the general unwinding of the spiral at higher latitudes [23], and, on average, no net \( B_\theta \) component.
Figure 7 shows the occurrence of observed $\gamma_P$ as a function of solar wind speed using hourly measurements from near-Earth space over the period 1965-2018. The HMF “unwinds” and becomes more radial at higher speeds, as expected. The vertical dashed lines show the equivalent ideal Parker spiral values, in agreement with the mean values of the observations. However, it is clear that the Parker spiral only describes the behaviour of the HMF in an average sense: There are frequent large deviations from the Parker spiral direction on the hourly timescale.

### 3.3 Magnetic sector structure

Open solar flux consists of equal amounts of inward and outward HMF. Close to the heliographic equator, such as in near-Earth space, an observer will see an alternating pattern of inward and outward HMF as the Sun rotates and the HCS sweeps past. If the coronal magnetic field is not evolving significantly on the solar rotation time scale (27 days, as viewed from Earth), this pattern will be quasi-periodic [4]. This “magnetic sector structure” is shown in Figure 8, both from in-situ near-Earth observations and extrapolated from the photospheric magnetic field observations using the PFSS model. In both cases the black line shows the observed HCS location. In general, the two approaches are in close agreement.

Around the declining phase of the solar cycle and during solar minimum, when the Sun’s magnetic field is dominated by the dipolar component, a 2-sector structure (i.e., one interval of inward and one interval of outward HMF polarity per solar rotation) is most commonplace. However, even at solar minimum the remaining quadrupole (and higher-order) moments are still sometimes sufficient to distort the HCS and produce more complex HMF sector patterns (e.g., four sector structure) in the ecliptic plane. This is consistent with the solar-minimum source surface $B_r$ shown in Figure 5, where the HCS has a small amplitude wave pattern of order 2 or 3, which could result in multiple sectors in near-Earth space, depending on the heliographic latitude of Earth at that time.

Observations out of the ecliptic plane are far less frequent. The Ulysses spacecraft was in a polar orbit of the Sun and made three “fast latitude scans” wherein it travelled from the southern to northern pole of the Sun in approximately one year. In addition to comprehensively sampling heliographic latitude, solar rotation means Ulysses also sampled solar longitude. If the coronal structure is assumed to be relatively constant over a year, this allows a synoptic map of the solar wind conditions to be constructed [35], as shown by the centre and right panels of Figure 9. At solar minimum, the distribution of HMF polarity is hemispherically determined, with the HCS (and hence the streamer belt) close to the heliographic equator. At solar maximum, the Ulysses observations suggest a magnetic dipole that is orthogonal to the rotational axis. However, this assumes no significant coronal evolution over the year taken to scan in latitude, which is likely to be invalid at solar maximum. Instead of providing an instantaneous snap shot of the polarity of the HMF, the time variation in the latitude of Ulysses and of the HMF is likely resulting in aliasing in the map. Nevertheless,
Table 1: Typical properties of coronal-hole and streamer-belt solar wind. Parameters are: $V_r$, radial solar-wind speed; $n_P$, proton number density; $T_P$, proton temperature; $|B|$, magnetic field intensity; $T_O$, effective coronal temperature from the in situ oxygen charge-state ratio; $T_C$, effective coronal temperature from the in situ carbon charge-state ratio; Fe:O, the iron to oxygen abundance ratio; and Si:O, the silicon to oxygen abundance ratio. The first four parameters evolve with distance from the Sun and so have been scaled to 1-AU values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coronal hole</th>
<th>Streamer belt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_r$</td>
<td>750 km s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>300-400 [km s$^{-1}$]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_P$</td>
<td>2-4 cm$^{-3}$</td>
<td>5-10 cm$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_P$</td>
<td>2-3 $\times 10^9$ K</td>
<td>0.5-1 $\times 10^8$ K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_O$</td>
<td>1.1 $\times 10^6$ K</td>
<td>1.6 $\times 10^6$ K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_C$</td>
<td>1 $\times 10^6$ K</td>
<td>1.4 $\times 10^6$ K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe:O</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.08-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si:O</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.13-0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

it is still qualitatively similar to the solar maximum interval shown in Figure 5.

4 Fast and slow solar wind

*In-situ* spacecraft observations, particularly from outside the ecliptic plane, reveal two fundamental forms of solar wind. As shown by the right-hand panels of Figure 9, at solar minimum the *Ulysses* spacecraft observed fast wind ($\approx 750$ km s$^{-1}$) over the polar regions and much slower wind ($\approx 400$ km s$^{-1}$) over the equatorial regions. These two distinct types of wind are clearly associated with different coronal magnetic field configurations. The fast wind is associated with open solar flux which originates from coronal holes. The slow solar wind maps to latitudes associated with the closed magnetic flux and the streamer belt (e.g., Figure 5). Thus while the terms “fast” and “slow” wind are widely used, it is more accurate to refer to coronal-hole and streamer-belt wind: speed measured *in situ* is the result of both initial conditions at the source surface and subsequent heliospheric processes between the source surface and observer. Furthermore, the difference between coronal hole and streamer belt wind extends well beyond typical speed, as will be detailed below.

Table 1 compares typical properties of coronal-hole and streamer-belt wind, scaled to 1 AU (see, e.g., [18] for more detail). In general, the coronal-hole wind is fast, tenuous and containing relatively weak HMF. The streamer-belt wind tends to be more variable, though is slower, denser and contains stronger HMF than the coronal hole wind.

Using a PFSS model of the corona, [89] found an anti-correlation between the amount of non-radial flux-tube expansion from the photosphere to the source surface, and the observed solar wind speed. This relation has since been refined
to include the depth of an open-flux footpoint into a coronal hole and is the basis of a number of solar-wind forecast methods [2]. The solar-wind speed obtained from such empirical relations to static coronal magnetic field topology is shown in the bottom panels of Figure 5. Comparison with the Ulysses solar-wind speed observations (Figure 9) show good qualitative agreement. At solar minimum, coronal hole wind dominates, with streamer belt wind confined to a narrow equatorial region; at solar maximum slow wind dominates, with coronal hole wind confined to small isolated pockets. It is important to note, however, that while coronal flux tube expansion acts as a good proxy for solar-wind speed, it is unlikely to be the physical mechanism (though the Bernoulli theorem of fluid dynamics would indeed predict a decrease in laminar flow speed with the decrease in fluid pressure of an expanding flow channel cross-sectional area). Evidence for different coronal release mechanisms comes from elemental composition and ion charge-state measurements made in situ. Unlike solar-wind speed, temperature, density and HMF properties, composition and ion-charge states are fixed in the corona and are unaffected by subsequent coronal processes.

The high conductivity of the solar wind means cross-magnetic field diffusion of particles is severely inhibited [69] and hence different plasma regimes on different HMF flux tubes cannot mix efficiently. Thus elemental-abundance ratios of the solar wind are largely unchanged from their coronal source values. Similarly, the collisionless nature of the solar wind means ion-electron recombination does not routinely occur, and ion charge-states are fixed by the electron temperature back in the corona where the plasma was last collisional [64]; higher ion-charge states in the solar wind are indicative of hotter coronal source regions. These properties therefore give unique insight into the coronal source properties of different types of solar wind.

Figure 10 shows the average variation in elemental composition and ion-charge states as the solar wind transitions from fast, coronal-hole wind (day -13 to 0), to slow, streamer-belt wind (day 0 to 13). Firstly, it is clear that the transition is difficult to identify in solar-wind speed alone, but is readily apparent in the coronal source properties. Indeed, on days -13 and 0 there is relatively slow coronal hole wind, while around days 1 and 13 there is relatively fast streamer belt wind. Coronal hole wind is easily identifiable by the bias towards low first-ionisation potential (FIP) elements, in close agreement with the composition of the photosphere. Conversely, streamer-belt wind contains a greater proportion of high-FIP elements, suggesting a chromospheric source [40]. Similar trends are present in the ion-charge state ratios, shown as the equivalent coronal temperatures in Figure 10. Coronal-hole wind is consistent with a relatively cool coronal source, while streamer-belt wind suggests higher coronal-source temperatures, consistent with hot coronal loops [88].

5 Stream interaction regions

The solar dipole axis is typically inclined with respect to the rotational axis. Even when this inclination is small, the quadrupole and higher-order compo-
ments of the solar magnetic field mean that the coronal magnetic field (and hence solar-wind speed structure) is not azimuthally symmetric. Longitudinal variation in solar-wind speed coupled with solar rotation results in radial gradients in solar wind speed. This results in compression, deflection and momentum transfer of the interacting solar-wind streams.

Figure 11 shows a schematic of the interaction between a fast and slow solar wind stream. Fast wind catches up with slow wind ahead of it and the resulting stream interface (SI) takes the form of a spiral front in the heliosphere. The surrounding region of compressed and deflected solar wind, bounded by the forward and reverse waves, is the stream interaction region (SIR). Behind the SIR, the fast wind will move away from the trailing slow wind. This results in a rarefaction region, which can lead to near-radial HMF in near-Earth space [34]. If the coronal magnetic field does not significantly evolve over the period of a solar rotation, the SIR will approximately corotate with the Sun. In near-Earth space, such corotating interaction regions (CIRs) [66, 26] are particularly prevalent during the declining phase of the solar cycle, when the corona can both be approximated as steady-state and the magnetic axis has a relatively large inclination to the rotation axis.

An example of a stream interaction region is shown in Figure 12. Slow, streamer-belt wind is compressed and accelerated by the forward shock, resulting in elevated speed, density and magnetic field intensity. Similarly, fast, coronal-hole wind is slowed and compressed by the reverse wave, which has not steepened into a shock in this case. The expected bipolar flow deflection, from positive (in the solar rotation direction) to negative (against the solar rotation direction) is clear in $V_\phi$ between the forward and reverse waves. The stream interface, between the accelerated streamer belt wind and the decelerated coronal hole wind, is best identified by oxygen- and carbon-ion charge states. High ion-charge states indicate high coronal source temperatures, which are unaffected by the stream interaction processes. Also shown in Figure 12 is the angle of the HMF to the radial direction, $\phi_B$, which shows that the HMF polarity reversal associated with the passage of the HCS is embedded within the SIR. The HCS is within the streamer-belt wind and thus gets swept up by the forward wave and precedes the SI.

A more general picture of the solar wind properties around the HCS is presented in Figure 13. It presents the median variations for 5 days either side of 307 HCS crossings [85] observed by the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) spacecraft [82] in near-Earth space. As shown in the third panel of Figure 8, the HCS is typically embedded in the slow, dense solar wind. While the density increase will be at least partly the result of in-transit compression from solar-wind stream interaction, the ion-charge states also indicate the plasma around the HCS originates in the hot corona. The HCS is also associated with enhanced occurrence of high FIP elements (see also [6]). This is all consistent with slow solar-wind release from the vicinity of helmet streamers, as shown in Figure 9. The HCS typically precedes a modest enhancement in HMF, the result of compression by the associated solar-wind speed gradient. Note that the compression also leads to a deflection of orientation of the HMF, with the
out-of-ecliptic component of the HMF, $B_Z$, contributing a larger fraction of the total HMF in the compressed region.

6 Solar-wind transients

Despite resulting from time-dependent processes such as rotation and solar-wind acceleration, the coronal and solar-wind structures described above are best described as steady state, in that they can be largely understood in terms of a static coronal magnetic field in the corotating frame. Conversely, the coronal transients discussed in this section are associated with dynamic coronal magnetic field structures and are episodic in nature.

6.1 Non-Parker HMF

The Parker spiral is a very successful description of the average HMF. In order to fully describe the available observations, however, refinements to the model are needed, which in turn have implications for solar-wind formation and release mechanisms.

One observation not immediately explainable by the Parker spiral HMF is the existence of shock-accelerated particles at heliographic latitudes much greater than accessible by the SIRs which produce them [73]. This either requires energetic particles to undergo strong diffusion perpendicular to the HMF [39] or for HMF flux tubes to span a range of latitudes, contrary to the ideal Parker spiral. The latter can be achieved by changing the photospheric connectivity of the HMF footpoint. Along lines of constant latitude, this process must occur in order for the corona to rotate rigidly while the photosphere rotates differentially. Magnetic reconnection between the open flux and a closed loop, known as interchange reconnection [17, 16], allows the open flux footpoint to “hop” from one leg of the closed loop to the other. By continual interchange reconnection at the edge of coronal holes, they can rigidly rotate with a period of approximately 25 days at all latitudes [54]. Equivalent motion of HMF in latitude was proposed by [21] to explain both existence of shock-accelerated particles at high latitudes and the release of hot plasma from coronal loops to form the slow wind [22]. An associated decline in solar-wind speed at the HMF footpoint [75] results in systematically more radial HMF in the rarefaction region behind SIRs than the ideal Parker spiral predicts.

Further support for the time-dependent nature of the slow solar wind comes from energetic electron observations. Suprathermal electrons have energies above the thermal plasma and thus stream along the HMF, carrying the heat flux away from the Sun [20]. With distance from source surface, the suprathermal electrons become focussed into a narrow beam, known as the “strahl”, which is ever present in the solar wind and serves as an effective tracer of HMF topology and connectivity to the Sun. As the strahl is always moving out from the hot coronal source, under ideal Parker-spiral conditions it will be parallel to the HMF in outward polarity sectors, and anti-parallel to the the HMF in
inward polarity sectors. However, the converse is occasionally observed, suggesting that locally the strahl is moving sunward. This is the result of inverted or folded HMF [36], likely the result of interchange reconnection in the corona opening up a previously closed coronal loop. Inverted HMF has the plasma and ion charge-state properties of the slow wind and is observed to originate from the vicinity of dipolar- and pseudo-streamers [63], suggesting slow solar wind is released by interchange reconnection. The variable, time-dependent nature of the slow solar wind is discussed further in Section 7.

6.2 Interplanetary coronal mass ejections

The largest-scale solar transients are coronal mass ejections (CMEs), episodic eruptions of solar plasma and magnetic field [30]. In the heliosphere, the interplanetary manifestations of CMEs (ICMEs) can be measured in situ and are found to result in the largest deviations from the steady-state Parker solar wind. They are the primary source of strong out-of-ecliptic (i.e., meridional) HMF. As a result, ICMEs drive the most extreme space weather [25].

ICMEs are distinct from “ambient” solar wind (i.e., coronal-hole and streamer-belt solar wind) in a number of ways, though there is a great deal of event-to-event variability within ICMEs and no one signature is always present. In many ICMEs, magnetic field intensity is enhanced, while plasma pressure is lower than the bulk solar wind, suggesting ICMEs undergo magnetically driven expansion [11]. This is frequently observed in situ in the form of a smoothly declining radial-speed profile, as shown in Figure 14. Ion-charge states and elemental abundances are generally closer to the streamer-belt than coronal-hole wind and, in many cases, CMEs display signatures consistent with hotter coronal-source regions than even the streamer-belt wind, suggesting further heating possibly from associated solar flares [97].

In the corona, CMEs display a wide range of speeds, from \( \approx 100 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) to \( > 3000 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) [95]. ICMEs in near-Earth space, however, are observed with a narrower range of speed, typically 250 km s\(^{-1}\) to 1000 km s\(^{-1}\) [11]. This convergence towards ambient solar-wind speeds is consistent with aerodynamic drag of the ambient solar wind acting on the ejecta [12]. Thus a large fraction of CMEs start with higher speeds than the ambient solar wind in which they’re embedded. Furthermore, the radial expansion of ICMEs means that the ICME leading edge is typically moving faster than the centre of mass, as shown in Figure 14. Thus ahead of ICMEs there is frequently a region of compressed and deflected ambient solar wind, called the ICME sheath, which is bounded by the ICME leading edge and the bow wave. For the fastest ICMEs, the bow wave will steepen into a shock.

Figure 14 shows an example of an ICME observed by the ACE spacecraft in near-Earth space. The ICME is moving much faster than the ambient solar wind (an average speed of around 750 km s\(^{-1}\), compared with the \( \approx 600 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) upstream). Additionally, the ICME is expanding in the radial direction, resulting in the leading-edge speed of nearly 900 km s\(^{-1}\) and a trailing-edge speed just below the ambient solar-wind speed. This results in compression of the ambient
solar wind both ahead and behind the ICME, though it is much stronger ahead. As illustrated here, the upstream ICME sheath region associated with an event typically contains the fastest solar-wind speeds, highest densities and some of the strongest magnetic field intensities. The ion charge-states and elemental composition, however, show that the sheath is compressed ambient solar wind, rather than of different coronal origin. Conversely, the ICME contains highly elevated oxygen charge states, suggesting a very hot coronal source. As a result, elevated ion charges states are one of the most robust signatures in identifying a subset of ICMEs [43]. Similarly, the high FIP elements are enhanced, at least during the leading portion of the ICME. This particularly ICME contains a highly ordered magnetic field structure. The field direction smoothly rotates, consistent with a magnetic flux rope passing the spacecraft [37, 42]. These “magnetic clouds” make up somewhere between a quarter and a half of all ICMEs observed in near-Earth space [71], though whether all CMEs begin life with a magnetic flux-rope structure and the signature is lost due to in-transit processes or sampling effects is still a subject of debate.

Within around half of all ICMEs observed in near-Earth space, the suprathermal electron strahl is observed both parallel and antiparallel to the HMF [77]. This “counterstreaming electron” signature suggests the ICME magnetic flux consists of newly emerged closed loops with both ends still connected to the hot corona [27]. Thus the global picture of ICME is of a curved flux-rope, as shown in Figure 15. This picture has important consequences for the relation between the HMF and CMEs; as new OSF can only be produced by dragging a previously closed coronal loop through the source surface and in to the heliosphere, CMEs are a major source of OSF production [59], as well as the means by which the corona sheds excess twist in the magnetic field [47].

7 Small-scale solar-wind structure

At smaller spatial and temporal scales, the solar wind continues to be highly structured, displaying a range of wave phenomena, shocks, turbulence and discontinuities [8, 33]. These processes result in a spectrum of fluctuations in the HMF observed throughout the heliosphere. Coronal hole wind is particularly dominated by Alfvénic fluctuations, flowing anti-sunward in the solar-wind frame [80]. The implications of turbulence in terms of the heating of the corona is discussed in [14].

A stationary spacecraft, e.g. in near-Earth space, measures temporal variability in the HMF as spatial structures resulting from turbulent eddies and waves convect past. It has, however, also been argued that a significant proportion of the observed solar-wind and HMF variability could be the result of structures convected from the corona by the solar wind [5]. In this description, the largest changes in the magnetic field direction result from crossing boundaries between large, coherent flux tubes of coronal origin, while the smaller fluctuations result from true turbulent fluctuations within the flux tubes themselves. Large-angle HMF changes are observed on average every 10 minutes,
suggesting spatial scales in approximate agreement with super-granules on the
Sun [56]. Small-scale coronal “blobs” of plasma density have been observed in
the vicinity of the heliospheric current sheet [76], suggesting the slow solar wind
is composed of a series of intermittent transient events, as opposed to a smooth,
continuous outflow of material. However, the weak association between large
magnetic discontinuities and compositional changes [62] mean they are equally
as likely to have formed by turbulence during transit, as to be of solar origin.

Regardless of origin, magnetic field discontinuities in the solar wind are typ-
ically the result of a shear in the HMF direction, a necessary condition for mag-
netic reconnection [68]. Conversely, the relatively high plasma beta somewhat
inhibits widespread reconnection in the solar wind. Outflow exhausts resulting
from reconnection are now routinely observed in the near-Earth solar wind [28].
The leading edge of fast ICMEs is a preferential location for reconnection, as
different flow regimes converge, but reconnection is not always highly driven
and appears to also regularly occur at low HMF shear angles in low plasma
beta fields, often within ICMEs themselves [29].

8 Global heliosphere

Until recently, the outer boundary of the solar wind was understood purely from
a theoretical and modelling standpoint [96]. Recently, however, it has been
possible to both directly sample [31] and remotely image [50] the structures at
the interface between the solar wind and interstellar medium.

The gross morphology of the global heliosphere is sketched in Figure 16. The
heliosphere is moving relative to the local interstellar medium (LISM) at
around 23 km s\(^{-1}\) [45]. Uncertainty in the LISM magnetic field intensity and
orientation means that there is still uncertainty about whether this motion is
super-magnetosonic and thus results in a standing bow shock within the
LISM. Much like the magnetosphere in the solar wind [3], the heliosphere itself
is expected to be deformed as a result of the relative motion of the LISM,
being compressed on the inflow side and extended on the outflow side. The
heliospause, which separates the solar wind and LISM, is therefore expected to
be asymmetric. Inside the heliopause, a termination shock is required to slow
and deflect the supermagnetosonic solar wind. The distances from the Sun at
which the Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft encountered the termination shock [83]
and energetic particle observations made in the vicinity of the termination shock
[49] show that it too is non-spherical, as expected.

Inside the termination shock, the HMF of the outer heliosphere is generally
well described by the Parker-spiral model [9]. However, the observed latitudinal
invariance in \(|B_c|\) means \(|B|\) in the outer heliosphere should be significantly
stronger near the equator than the poles, which is not observed [93]. The
explanation is likely related to latitudinal solar-wind speed gradients and the
occurrence of SIRs, with excess plasma pressure driving meridional transport of
magnetic flux from the equator to higher latitudes [70].

Solar-wind structure in the outer heliosphere is dominated by merged inter-
action regions (MIRs) which form as SIRs and ICMEs converge and coalesce [10]. Like the SIRs and ICMEs that produce them, MIRs are transient structures which produce significant deviations to the ideal Parker-spiral HMF and are expected to produce a significant disturbance to the structure of the heliopause and termination shock.

9 Looking ahead

With increased reliance on space-based technologies, understanding of solar wind structures and the space weather they drive is more important than ever. The sparse nature of in situ solar-wind measurements and the complexity of remote-sensing observations mean that theoretical constraints and solar wind modelling are essential to interpreting these data in terms of time-dependent, three-dimensional structures. Simulation sophistication is ever improving in terms of numerical and physical representation. Methods are being developed to rigorously combine observations and models to exploit the strengths of both [41]. However, truly new observations are also expected. Parker Solar Probe [24], launched in August 2018, and Solar Orbiter [53], due for launch in February 2020, provide unprecedented opportunities to study the “young” solar wind close to the Sun, before it has chance to interact and evolve. Solar Orbiter will also provide coordinated in situ and remote-sensing observations in an effort to observe both the local solar wind in detail and its coronal-source region. As the mission progresses, Solar Orbiter will also reach higher heliographic latitudes, only previously well sampled by the Ulysses mission and then at much greater heliocentric distances. At the other end of the system, the heliospheric boundaries will also be probed in greater detail than before with the Interstellar Mapping and Acceleration Probe [51], due for launch in 2024. These fresh perspectives will undoubtedly improve our understanding of solar-wind formation and evolution throughout the heliosphere.
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Figure 3: Synoptic (latitude-longitude) maps of the Sun for June/July 2010. Top: The observed extreme ultraviolet (EUV) intensity from the AIA instrument on the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO). Middle: Shaded areas indicate coronal holes determined by applying an intensity threshold to the EUV observations. They are coloured red or blue depending on the observed polarity of the photospheric flux within. Bottom: The open flux photospheric footpoints obtained using the MAS coronal model constrained by the observed photospheric magnetic field. Adapted from [44].
Figure 4: Background: A white-light eclipse image of the corona, with brighter regions indicating higher plasma density. Foreground: A schematic of the coronal magnetic field in the plane of the sky. Blue and red lines show inward and outward polarity open solar flux. The blue and red shaded areas on the solar disk show the associated coronal holes. Black lines show closed coronal loops. The green line denotes the intersection of the heliospheric current sheet with the plane of the sky. It is contained within two (dipolar) helmet streamers. A third “pseudostreamer” at the northern pole (top of the image) is produced by the convergence of open flux of the same polarity and thus does not contain a current sheet.
Figure 5: Examples of coronal MHD model solutions to the observed photospheric magnetic field during solar minimum (left) and solar maximum (right). Top: Observed $B_r$ at the photosphere, smoothed and saturated to show the weak, large-scale fields as well as the intense active regions. Second row: The coronal hole map at the photosphere, with red/blue showing footpoints of open positive/negative flux and grey showing footpoints of closed flux. Third row: $B_r$ at the outer model boundary (30 solar radii). Bottom: Solar-wind speed at 30 solar radii. In the bottom two rows, white lines show the location of the heliospheric current sheet. All data from http://www.predsci.com/mhdweb.
Figure 6: A sketch of the coronal and heliospheric magnetic field, looking down on the north pole of the Sun. In the corona, here shown bounded by the photosphere and a source surface, the magnetic field dominates the plasma flow and thus can form closed loops which prevent outflow. Thus the field undergoes significant non-radial expansion with height. By the source surface, typically taken to be a few solar radii, the solar-wind flow momentum dominates, and both the field and flow both become essentially radial. In the heliosphere, rotation of the HMF footpoints within a radial solar-wind flow generates an azimuthal component of the HMF, $B_\phi$, leading to a spiral geometry. Regions of opposite HMF polarity, shown as red and blue lines, are separated by the heliospheric current sheet (HCS), shown as the green dashed line. Image adapted from [74] and [60].
Figure 7: Occurrence in hourly spacecraft data of $\gamma_p$, the angle of the HMF to the radial direction, for different solar wind speed ranges. Vertical dashed lines show the ideal Parker spiral angle for the centre of the speed range. Updated from [60].
Figure 8: The observed *in situ* (top) and magnetogram-derived (2nd panel) in-ecliptic HMF polarity (or sector structure) as a function of solar longitude and time. Blue/red indicates inward/outward sectors, respectively. The third panel shows observed solar-wind speed, with red indicating fast and blue slow wind. In the top three panels the black dots show the observed HCS location. The bottom panel shows sunspot number. Updated from [60].
Figure 9: Solar-wind structure revealed by \textit{in-situ} observations made by \textit{Ulysses}. Left: Heliographic latitude of \textit{Ulysses} (white), overlaid on sunspot number (black). The centre and right-hand columns show latitude-longitude maps of \textit{Ulysses} observations made during the three fast-latitude scans. The centre column shows HMF polarity, with blue/red showing inward/outward HMF. The right-hand column shows solar wind speed, with blue through red showing 200 to 800 km s$^{-1}$. Image adapted from [61].
Figure 10: Solar-wind stream structure observed by *Ulysses*. The plot shows a composite (or superposed epoch analysis) of 9 fast-to-slow wind transitions, with day 0 being the transition between the “fast” and “slow” streams. Top: Solar-wind speed (specifically, $\alpha$ speed) is shown by the red line. Thus fast wind from coronal holes is shown on the left, slow wind from the streamer belt on the right, though the transition is not obvious in solar wind speed. Blue lines show the coronal temperature associated with the observed oxygen and carbon ion charge states. Bottom: Elemental composition, in the form of the silicon-to-oxygen and iron-to-oxygen ratios. Adapted from [88]
Figure 11: Schematics of stream interaction region formation. Left: Looking down on the solar equatorial plane. Magnetic field lines in fast/slow wind are shown in red/blue. The stream interface separates the fast and slow streams. Forward and reverse waves propagate out from the stream interface (SI) to accelerate the slow wind and decelerate the fast wind. Right: a view from Earth. The magnetic axis, $\hat{M}$, and thus the associated solar-wind speed structure, is inclined to the rotation axis, $\hat{\Omega}$. The SI forms a spiral front in the heliosphere, shown as the black-outlined curved surface. In the frame of reference of the SI, fast (red) and slow (blue) wind both flow toward the SI. Slow wind is deflected in the solar-rotation direction, while fast wind is deflected in the counter sense. This will produce a bipolar variation in the observed azimuthal component of the solar-wind velocity. Adapted from [60].
Figure 12: A stream interaction region observed by the Ulysses spacecraft just below the ecliptic plane (–20° latitude) at 5.1 AU. Panels from top to bottom show: radial solar-wind speed (black) and number density of protons (red); azimuthal solar-wind speed; HMF intensity; HMF angle to the radial direction; oxygen ion (black) and carbon ion charge-state ratio (red). Vertical black lines show the forward shock (FS) and reverse wave (RW); green shows the heliospheric current sheet (HCS) and blue shows the stream interface (SI).
Figure 13: A super-posed epoch analysis of 307 heliospheric current sheet crossings observed by the ACE spacecraft in near-Earth space. Uncertainty bands have been omitted for clarity. Top: Radial solar-wind speed (black) and proton density (red). Second panel: HMF intensity (black) and fraction contributed by the out-of-ecliptic component, $B_Z$ (red). Third panel: Oxygen (black) and carbon (red) ion charge-state ratios, which are a proxy for coronal source temperature. Bottom panel: The iron-to-oxygen occurrence ratio.
Figure 14: An interplanetary coronal mass ejection observed by the ACE spacecraft in near-Earth space. Panels from top to bottom show: radial solar-wind speed (black) and proton density (red); magnetic field intensity; HMF angle to the radial direction (black) and out of the ecliptic plane (red); oxygen ion charge-state ratio (black) and Fe:O ratio (red). Vertical blue lines show, from left to right, the times of the interplanetary shock, ICME leading edge and ICME trailing edge, respectively.
Figure 15: A schematic of the global structure of a “typical” interplanetary coronal mass ejection (ICME). Blue/purple lines show magnetic flux associated with the ICME, whereas red lines show the ambient heliospheric magnetic field. Black arrows indicate the direction of the suprathermal electron strahl. The hot, FIP-enhanced ICME plasma is threaded by a twisted magnetic flux rope, which is connected at both ends to the hot corona. The ICME drives an interplanetary shock, behind which the ambient solar wind is deflected and compressed. Reproduced from [58].
Figure 16: A schematic of the global structure of the heliosphere. The solar wind flows radially away from the Sun. As the flow is supermagnetosonic, a termination shock forms inside the heliopause, to slow and deflect the solar wind inside the heliosheath. Outside the heliopause, the local interstellar medium (LISM) is deflected around the heliosphere. Depending on the strength and orientation of the magnetic field within the LISM, this interaction may or may not involve a standing bow shock. Adapted from [60].